Vol. x¾3 Gg•xm.L, l•inler llt'rcls of Santa Catair'ha Is., ]•. Cal. •s•s .l 233 the burrow and disappeared, in some of these cases being found on further excavation huddled up to its next neighbor. There was no difficulty in catching any number of the birds in one's hand, and after selecting all that could be used the balance were thrown into the air when they flew away in a dazed manner as if unused to the light. The eggs of O.J•trcafa proved on comparison to be a little larger than those of O. /euror?wa, and were more spotted at the large end. While those of the latter were fresh or nearly so, the eggs of O. 2•trrafa were nearly all too far advanced in incubation to be saved.
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Besides the inhabited burrows there were a good many old ones, principally in well-defined areas of a few yards across, that were for some reason unused. The minks, of which there must be a large number on the island, judging from the piles of Petrel's wings found in some spots, may have systematically cleaned out these unused areas; but as the mouths of these burrows looked old and neglected this hypothesis is a doubtful one. 
COMPARISON of a series of Thrashers from northern and cen-
tral California with one from southern California, as might be expected, discloses two slightly differentiated geographical races. This is another instance of the effect of the moist northerly Pacific coast climate in producing a soft brown coloration, as contrasted with the leaden or ashy shades acquired by birds inhabiting the southern coast region where the rainfall is much 'less. As the type specimens of this species were obtained in the vicinity of Monterey, the name redivivus proper may be restricted to the northern race, while the southern form, which I believe to be sufficiently distinct, will require a new name.
